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PassLeader now are offering 100% pass ensure 1Z0-533 dumps! All 1Z0-533 exam questions have been updated with correct
answers, welcome to download the newest PassLeader 1Z0-533 VCE dumps and PDF dumps:
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https://drive.google.com/open?id=1s7MIEhfBZO08e1nR2qW1XlxFm4RUqxKV QUESTION 26You have the following design
requirement:- You need to track customer status for a sales planning application.- Valid options for customer status include: Active,
Inactive, Out of Business.- Customer status can change on a month-by-month basis.What is the best way to build Customer Status
into the Planning application? A. Attribute dimensionB. Varying attribute dimensionC. Smart ListD. Free Form TextE.
Alternate hierarchy Answer: C QUESTION 27What differentiates a user-defined custom dimension from the Entity and Account
dimensions? A. You can only add custom attributes to user-defined custom dimensions.B. You assign valid plan types for the
user-defined custom dimension at the dimension level.C. You assign data types for the user-defined custom dimension at the
dimension level.D. You cannot assign security for user-defined custom dimensions.E. You can easily delete a user-defined
custom dimension in Planning but you cannot delete an Entity dimension. Answer: B QUESTION 28When opening a data form, the
user experiences slow performance. What three steps could you do to improve the time it takes to open the data form? A. Reduce
the number of rows and columns displayed in the data form.B. Upgrade the client machine's operating system processing speed
and RAM.C. In the data form definition, remove the option to display alias.D. Reduce the number of page dimensions used on
the Web form.E. Tune the index and data caches in Essbase. Answer: ABE QUESTION 29Given the following:- Measures
(Dense): 40 stored members, 50 total members.- Time (Dense): 17 stored members, 17 total members.- Scenario (Dense): 2 stored
members, 5 total members.- Market (Sparse): 100 stored members, 100 total members.- Product(Sparse): 500 stored members, 550
total members.What is the block size in bytes? A. Block size = 40 * 17 * 2B. Block size = 40 * 17 * 2 * 8C. Block size = 50 *
17 * 5 * 8D. Block size = 50 * 17 * 5E. Block size = 100 * 500 * 8F. Block size = 100 * 500 Answer: B QUESTION 30
Planning administrators can access which four administration tools via the EPM Workspace? A. PlanningB. EPMAC. ODID.
LCME. Calculation ManagerF. EASG. FR Studio Answer: ABDE PassLeader now are offering 100% pass ensure 1Z0-533
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